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Abstract 

A self-sufficient submerged vehicle (AUV) is a robot which ventures submerged without 

obliging data from an administrator. AUVs constitute some piece of a bigger gathering of 

undersea frameworks known as unmanned submerged vehicles, an arrangement that incorporates 

non-self-governing remotely worked submerged vehicles (ROVs) – controlled and fueled from 

the surface by an administrator/pilot by means of an umbilical or utilizing remote control. In 

military applications AUVs are all the more regularly alluded to just as unmanned undersea 

vehicles (UUVs). Research on Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (AUV) has been expanding in 

the later a long time. They discover application in safeguard association for submerged mine 

identification and area observation, in oil/gas commercial ventures for recognition of spillage in 

the pipelines, in business reason for the vicinity of tiny life, centralization of different 

components, in trash field mapping and in numerous other marine commercial ventures. In this 

project I have developed and modeled an underwater robot. Also I have developed and used 

fuzzy logic for control of them. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Submerged vehicle are fundamentally are of three sorts: Remotely Operated Vehicle (RUV), 

Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (AUV) and Unmanned Underwater Vehicle (UUV). AUV is a 

robot outfitted with suitable sensors and actuators which empower it to explore in ocean 

environment. The main AUV was created by Stan Murphy and Bob Francois at the Applied 

Physics Laboratory at the University of Washington. From that point forward research on AUV 

as shown in Fig. 1.1 has been expanding. MAYA AUV by NIO was the first indigenously 

created AUV in India. Essentially control of an AUV alludes to the capacity of the vehicle to 

explore in ocean environment with no human intercession. AUV as shown in Fig. 1.2 is 

exceptionally helpful in number of intriguing applications, for example, submerged mine 

recognition, area observation, oil/gas businesses for examination of in the pipelines and other 

marine related businesses.  

 

Figure 1.1 Some example of commercial AUV 
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It is additionally helpful in environment checking for the vicinity of infinitesimal life, 

convergence of different components and garbage field mapping. AUV like AUV150 as shown 

in Fig. 1.3 by CSIR-CMERI, India, TALISMAN by BAE frameworks and ALISTER 100 as 

shown in Fig. 1.4 by eca Robotics, Starfish 2 USA naval force by Blue star discover applications 

in protection and other military application. MAYA AUV by NIO, India, and MARUM AUV by 

University of BREMEN, Sea Duane 2 from Flinders University Adelaide Australia and SeaCAT 

AUV by RUVSA are utilized for marine exploration/environment studies.  

 

Figure 1.2 Examples of fabricated Underwater Vehicles 

Some AUV are likewise utilized in air crash examination like AUV Abyss by GEOMAR - 

Helmholtz Centrum . In most of the application it is obliged that it ought to take after a sought 

way like checking, reconnaissance or pipeline of a sought area. Nonetheless it’s exceptionally 

difficult as AUV element being extremely perplexing, time shifting, non direct and unverifiable. 
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Control of AUV is troublesome in view of the way that is it is an under actuated framework and 

its progress is affected by sea streams and hydrodynamic impacts. 

 

Figure 1.3 AUV 150 

The next page shows the various underwater vehicles like AUV150 made by CSIR CMERI, 

from India and the ALISTER 100 is a robot which is made by the eca Robotics. These are shown 

Fig. 1.3 and 1.4. 
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Figure 1.4 Alister 100 

Equipped for directing port leeway missions, the GPD will convey the frameworks for 

supporting missions, for example, a seabed study or surveillance, and additionally propelled 

operations incorporating in exceptionally shallow water, or for channel attack.  

The AUV, which can be worked by two mariners sitting on a dock or installed an 

inflatable watercraft, is fitted with cutting edge frameworks and sensors to give an exact route 

capacity to the naval force to recognize potential submerged mines.  

Notwithstanding supporting minehunting operations, even in tight ocean territories, for 

example, channels or gulfs, the independent submerged vehicle can be utilized to trade of data 

with other battle frameworks utilized for mine fighting.  
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The vehicle is likewise outfitted with a Klein-sort sonar, intended to work on diverse 

frequencies, keeping in mind the end goal to bolster either detecting range or picture definition, 

contingent upon operational circumstances. 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

With a specific end goal to accomplish the way taking after control of an AUV the lapse between 

the way parameters and the AUV position and introduction need to be lessened to zero. For this 

the control inputs to the AUV are thrusters’ power and the introduction of the rudders, stern and 

bows point. As the complete progress is nonlinear six DOF mathematical statement of movement 

with coupled and non-direct terms including included mass, hydrodynamic damping and outer 

unsettling influences.  

 

So its turns out to be extremely hard to accomplish the exact way taking after by utilizing 

the ordinary controllers input linearization have been executed for AUV way taking after. In 

sliding mode control plan [1], the methodology is taking into account information yield motions 

regarding jump plane profundity estimation and summons signals. A non-straight increase 

planning controller is likewise being proposed for control of an AUV [2] where the control is 

done in vertical plane. In another configuration the motion of AUV is composed in strict-

criticism structure and afterward a stable versatile nonlinear controller for plunge control of an 

AUV is being composed by utilizing Lyapunov based Back stepping strategy [3]. 

 

 A neural system versatile controller has been moreover proposed for profundity plane 

control of an AUV [4]. In the fluffy sliding-mode controller configuration approach [5] AUV's 

pitch movement is viewed as went hand in hand with the aggravation of sea ebb and flow. 

Straight framework disparity preparing (LMI) system is being proposed [6] for the configuration 

of a powerful controller for plunge plane control of an AUV whereby the aggravations and 

control limitation is additionally being considered. A circuitous powerful controller is being 
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outlined whereby the vulnerabilities are being handles by forming the vulnerability limits into 

the expense capacity and changing over the hearty control issue into its comparable ideal control 

issue [7].  

 

A T–S fluffy model – based controller [8] have been likewise composed where the AUV 

in the vicinity of parametric vulnerabilities are spoken to by T–S fluffy model and after that in 

order to accomplish power of the profundity control an adequate condition is being inferred by 

utilizing a Lyapunov work as direct grid disparities (LMIs).The control of AUVs in the jump 

plane utilizing the state-subordinate riccati mathematical statement system is likewise being 

proposed [9]. Versatile control have been likewise proposed [12-15].In such approach the 

dynamic criticism circle is utilized for producing the assessments of obscure controller 

parameters for vulnerabilities. 
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3. THEORY OF UNDERWATER VEHICLE  

The various motions for example: Surge sway heave roll pitch and yaw are being shown by the 

various equations. The various notation 𝑥𝑏  , 𝑦𝑏 , 𝑧𝑏 , 𝜑𝑏 , 𝜓𝑏 , 𝜃𝑏 , have been named as 

Surge, Sway, Heave, Roll, Pitch and Yaw motions. The two origins, i.e. the World-frame and 

Body-frame have been defined by the notations OW and OB. 
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Figure 3.1: The movements of an underwater robot are shown like Rolling, Pitching and Yaw. 
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Figure 3.2: Tasks performed in an AUV. 
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3.2 Various Factors which affect the motion of an Underwater Robot 

A. Buoyancy

 

Figure 3.3: Buoyancy force affecting the sinking and floating of an underwater object 
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B. Stability 

Stability of an underwater vehicle depend on the position of centre of mass and centre of 

buoyancy. 

The effects of these are shown in Fig. 3.4. 

 

Figure 3.4: Stability as a function of Centre of mass and center of buoyancy 
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4. DESIGNING AND CAD MODELLING 

 

Figure 4.1: The hull of the Robot 
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Figure 4.2: Frame for Stability 

The above frame provides robustness and stability and also enough inertia to the robot against 

hydrodynamic forces and unwanted added mass fluctuations and instability. 
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Figure 4.3: CAD design of Motor 

The motor has been made using various things and has been made exclusively in the laboratory. 
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Figure 4.4: CAD model of the underwater vehicle made 
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5. FUZZY LOGIC FOR CONTROL 

 

Figure 5.1: Various inputs and outputs have been shown 
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Various Parameters of fuzzy membership functions: 

 

To show the fluffy rationale control capabilities of MATLAB we will recreate the sample that 

was already worked through. We will utilize the same information and yield enrollment 

capacities; A1, A2, B1 and B2. To start, we will characterize a Simulink model that will be 

utilized to run the reenactment.  
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Open MATLAB and Simulink and make another document. Include an incline information, 

Scope, and Fuzzy Logic Controller with Rule viewer to the document as indicated. The Fuzzy 

Logic Controller with Rule viewer piece can be found in the fluffy rationale tool compartment or 

by writing the name in the pursuit box of the Library Browser. 

 

Graphs of various Fuzzy membership functions corresponding various parameters 

 

Figure 5.2: Distance from the Front obstacle  
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Figure 5.3: Distance from the Left obstacle  

 

 

Figure 5.4: Distance from the Right obstacle 
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Figure 5.5: Figure representing the Heading Angle-Azimuth angle 

 

 

 

Figure 5.6: Figure representing the Heading angle – Elevation Angle graph 
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Figure 5.7: Figure representing the Target Angle – Azimuth angle graph 

 

Figure 5.8: Figure representing the Target Angle- Elevation Angle graph 
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Output Membership function 

 

Figure 5.9: Output variable representing the Motor 1 

 

 

Figure 5.10: Output variable representing the Motor 2 
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Figure 5.11: Output variable representing the Motor 3 

 

Figure 5.12: Output variable representing the Motor 4 
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There have been various rules made for fuzzy logic controller:- 

1. if front obstacle distance is near, left obstacle distance is near and right obstacle distance is far 

and heading angle-azimuth angle is positive and heading angle-elevation angle is zero and target 

angle-azimuth angle is zero and target angle-elevation angle is zero then Motor 1 is fast and 

Motor-2 is medium. 

2. If front obstacle distance is near, left obstacle distance is medium and right obstacle distance is 

far and heading angle-azimuth angle is positive and heading angle-elevation angle is zero and 

target angle-azimuth angle is zero target angle-elevation angle is zero then motor 1 is fast and 

Motor-2 is slow 

3. If front obstacle distance is near, left obstacle distance is medium and right obstacle distance is 

far and heading angle-azimuth angle is zero and heading angle-elevation angle is zero and target 

angle-azimuth angle is zero target angle-elevation angle is zero then Motor 1 is fast and Motor-2 

is slow 

4. If front obstacle distance is near, left obstacle distance is near and right obstacle distance is 

medium and heading angle-azimuth angle is positive and heading angle-elevation angle is zero 

and target angle-azimuth angle is zero target angle-elevation angle is zero then Motor 1 is fast 

and Motor-2 is slow Motor. 

5. If front obstacle distance is near, left obstacle distance is near and right obstacle distance is 

medium and heading angle-azimuth angle is positive and heading angle-elevation angle is 

negative and target angle-azimuth angle is positive target angle-elevation angle is zero then 

Motor 1 is fast and Motor-2 is slow Motor 4 is fast. 
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6. If front obstacle distance is near, left obstacle distance is medium and right obstacle distance is 

far and heading angle-azimuth angle is positive and heading angle-elevation angle is negative 

and target angle-azimuth angle is positive  target angle-elevation angle is zero then motor 1 is 

fast and motor-2 is slow motor 4 is medium. 

7. If front obstacle distance is medium, left obstacle distance is medium and right obstacle 

distance is far and heading angle-azimuth angle is positive and heading angle-elevation angle is 

negative  and target angle-azimuth angle is positive  target angle-elevation angle is zero then 

motor 1 is medium and motor-2 is slow motor 4 is medium. 

8. If front obstacle distance is far, left obstacle distance is medium and rod is far and heading 

angle-azimuth angle is positive and heading angle-elevation angle is negative and target angle-

azimuth angle is zero  target angle-elevation angle is zero then Motor 1 is medium and Motor-2 

is slow Motor 4 is fast. 

9. If front obstacle distance is far, left obstacle distance is near and right obstacle distance is far 

and heading angle-azimuth angle is positive and heading angle-elevation angle is negative and 

target angle-azimuth angle is zero  target angle-elevation angle is zero then Motor 1 is medium 

and Motor-2 is slow Motor 4 is fast. 

10. If front obstacle distance is far, left obstacle distance is near and rod is medium and heading 

angle-azimuth angle is positive and heading angle-elevation angle is negative  and target angle-

azimuth angle is zero  target angle-elevation angle is zero then Motor 1 is medium and Motor-2 

is slow Motor 4 is medium. 

11. If front obstacle distance is far, left obstacle distance is far and right obstacle distance is 

medium and heading angle-azimuth angle is positive and heading angle-elevation angle is 
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negative and target angle-azimuth angle is zero target angle-elevation angle is zero then Motor 1 

is medium and Motor-2 is fast Motor 4 is medium. 

12. If front obstacle distance is far, Left obstacle distance is far and Right Obstacle distance is 

near and heading angle-azimuth angle is positive and heading angle-elevation angle is negative 

and target angle-azimuth angle is zero target angle-elevation angle is zero then motor 1 is slow 

and motor-2 is fast Motor 4 is medium. 

13. If front obstacle distance is near, left obstacle distance is medium and right obstacle distance 

is far and heading angle-azimuth angle is positive and heading angle-elevation angle is negative 

and target angle-azimuth angle is positive target angle-elevation angle is zero then motor 1 is fast 

and motor-2 is slow motor 4 is medium. 

14. If front obstacle distance is medium, left obstacle distance is medium and right obstacle 

distance is near and heading angle-azimuth angle is positive and heading angle-elevation angle is 

negative and target angle-azimuth angle is zero  target angle-elevation angle is zero then Motor 1 

is medium and Motor-2 is fast Motor 4 is medium. 

15. If front obstacle distance is medium, Left obstacle distance is far and Right obstacle distance 

is near and heading angle-azimuth angle is positive and heading angle-elevation angle is negative 

and target angle-azimuth angle is zero target angle-elevation angle is zero then motor 1 is 

medium and motor-2 is fast Motor 4 is medium. 

16. If front obstacle distance is medium, left obstacle distance is far and right obstacle distance is 

near and heading angle-azimuth angle is positive and heading angle-elevation angle is positive 

and target angle-azimuth angle is zero target angle-elevation angle is zero then Motor 1 is 

medium and Motor-2 is fast Motor 3 is fast. 
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6. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

Hence an underwater robot is made with 2 motors for forward motion, acrylic pads and rubber 

sheets. PVC hull has been used. 

 

Figure 6.1: CAD model of the underwater robot made in the lab 
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The defuzzification has been like- If the front obstacle distance is 39.6 and the left obstacle 

distance is 34.9 and the Right obstacle distance is 60.4 and the Heading angle azimuth angle is 

44.4 and Heading angle elevation angle is 12.5 and Target angle Azimuth angle is -29.6 and 

Target angle EA is 18.1 then the output of motor 1 has speed 1.18, output of motor 2 has speed 

0.59, output of motor 3 has speed 0.285 and output of motor 4 has speed 0.286. The results of the 

FLC are:- 

 

 

Figure 6.2: Defuzzification values 
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7. CONCLUSION 

An underwater robot has been fabricated with the following parts and their measured length and 

weights as given in Table 7.1. 

 

Table 7.1: Specifications of robot 

The robot was tested in water at a depth of 2 meter for obstacle avoidance using Fuzzy Logic 

controller. The control was perfectly incorporated in hardware. Hence the fuzzy rule base is 

perfect as it is able to steer the robot avoiding sharp obstacles.  
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